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There's a whole new world of puppets out there!In Puppet Planet, John Kennedy offers you the

insight, tips and trade secrets that only a professional puppeteer can. Learn how to make 12 brand

new puppets, then learn how to perform with them! Discover professional staging techniques, as

well as ways to make the puppets come alive for your audience.Look inside to:Create the muscle

laden, but amazingly soft, Stuffed StrongmanCraft the delightfully sweet Pillow BuddyBuild

Professor Foaman, the smartest puppet on Puppet PlanetMake the Shoe Box Monster, a fellow with

a surprise hidden insidePlus so much more!With variations for every puppet, tips, new techniques,

complete material lists and easy to use patterns, you'll be ready to perform in no time! Peer behind

the curtain with Puppet Planet and discover a world waiting to delight, amaze and thrill.
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John Kennedy has worked with the Jim Henson Company for more than thirteen years. He's also

worked on Sesame Street, The Wubbulous World of Dr.Seuss, Animal Jam, Jack's Big Music Show

and more. John lives in Orlando, Florida.

Like most of the people looking up this book, and books like it, I have been a Muppet fan for as long

as I can remember. The idea of making puppets has been an interest for almost as long. Now that I

have my own children this is as good a time as any and this book is a great place to start.I bought

this book, Puppetmania (also by John Kennedy), and the Foam Book and would suggest all of them

to beginning (and maybe even seasoned) puppet makers. Between the three books very little

information is repeated and all of it is informative.This book, specifically, not only covers hand



puppets but some rather fun projects that can be done with the kids, including the spoon frog and

the shoebox monster.So, if you are a parent looking for puppet projects to do with the kids, an

amateur looking to get started, or a puppet vet looking to for something different then it is well worth

checking this book out.

Very cool book!

This is a great starting place to learn about puppet making.There are good clear instructions. I like

the step by step method with great pictures.There are extra ideas for each pattern, such as makeing

a "person" and "animal" with the same pattern.I liked the few short tips on how to make the puppet

express emotions. I would have liked to have seen a few more of those.There are actual patterns in

the back of the book to enlarge which is great.I am giving five stars but there were a couple of

negatives for me.Too many "childrens" patterns, made out of shoeboxes, plastic milk jug and the

such. But this might be a plus for someone else.All in all it is an excellent book more than worth the

money and shipping I paid for it.Good Job John Kennedy!

A lot of simple kind of puppets.Some interesting techniques though. Not really what I was looking for

in the area of innovative ideas on how to create puppets for stage. Think I could probably get more

ideas from Pintrest.

John Kennedy has really out done himsef with this book. There is an overwhelming wealth of ideas

and techniques included. Not to mention step-by-step detailed instructions and colorful photos to

walk you through it. This book would be great for a budding puppeteer, teacher,or anyone interested

in arts and crafts. Of all the puppet books I have viewed, this one would be in my top 5 to

recommend.

I havent buildt any of the puppets listed but I've been using the ideas and methods in the book to

alter my existing patterns to create some really goofy stuff.Recommended book for anybody starting

on puppets or out of ideas for new puppets

This book is full of great ideas. I love to buy used books. I have never been disappointed with what I

receive.



This is a really colorful and fun puppet book with ideas for unique puppets. The instructions are

straightforward , but you need a bit of craft or artistic talent to make the puppets turn out like the

pictured examples. Suggested materials are not hard find.
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